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SUMMARY 
The results of traditional masking experiments do not fit in with the ef

fect of •two-tone 1nhibition 11 revealed by single-nerve-fibre studies. This is 
considered a serious objection against the interpretation of a masking pattern 
as reflecting the auditory spectrum of a masker. The results of a different 
masking paradigm, based on the pulsation threshold, do reveal an effect simi
lar to •two-tone inhibition" . Therefore, such pulsation-threshold patterns 
migh reflect more accurately the auditory spectrum of the masker. Pulsation
threshold patterns of three vowel-like sounds were determined. These were com
pared with the spectral patterns of the 11 vowels 11 after analysis with a 1/3 
octave-band filter with running centre frequency. It appeared that the pulsa
tion-threshold patterns are sharper than the 1/3 octave-band spectra and, in 
some cases. even more pronounced than the original vowel spectra. This has 
interesting implications with regard to vowel-perception theories, such as 
theories on 11 f orrnant extraction 11

• 

1. Introduction 
The auditory processing of sound spectra plays an important role fn speech 

perception. There are two main sources of info1111ation concerning these proces
ses: (1) psychophysical experiments and (2) electrophysiological single-unit 
studies. The best documented result of single-nerve-fibre studies is the high 
degree of frequeney selectivity in the auditory processing of a simple (pure) 
tone, as disclosed by tuning curves. There appears to exist a similarity be
tween these tuning curves and psychophysical masking curves. This has led to 
the well-accepted idea that the masking pattern of a stimulus (or. derived 
from that, its loudnes~ pattern) gives an adequate description of the effect 
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of (peripheral) auditory processing (Chistovich, 1971)· Since in many mas
king experiments a "critical bandwidth" of about 1/3 octave is found, it is 
often felt that 1/3 octave-band analysis of speech is a good approximation 
of the speech processing in the first stages of the auditory channel (Pols, 
1973). 
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However, there are some arguments against the assumption that a masking 
pattern does reflect correctly the auditory spectrwn of a masker after (peri
pheral) auditory processing. The activity of primary auditory units in re
sponse to 't:/Jo simultaneous tones clearly reveals an effect which has become 
known as two-tone inhibition (Sachs and Kiang, 1969; Arthur et at., 1971). 
This effect might be considered as an example of the more general phenomenon 
of lateral inhibition or lateral suppression. The important point is that this 
well-documented effect is ni>t revealed by the masking pattern of a stimulus. 
In this respect there appears to exist a discrepancy between the traditional 
psychophysical masking pattern and the auditory spectrum as expected on the 
basis of single-nerve-fibre studies. 

Recently, a number of masking paradigms were applied to a two-tone masker 
(Houtgast, 1973). Indeed, the results of the traditional masking paradigm, 
with the test tone superimposed on the masker, did not fit in with the 11 two
tone inhibition" effect. However, it appeared that other paradigms gave re
sults which did agree well with the "two-tone inhibition11 effect found in pri
mary unit's responses. A masking pattern of a stimulus obtained with such a 
paradigm, rather than the traditional masking paradigm, might be considered a 
more appropriate candidate to disclose the auditory spectrum of the stimulus. 
Such a paradigm will be applied to some vowel-like sounds with typical for
mant-like spectral structures. The main question is: can the relation between 
such masking patterns and the original sound spectra be understood on the basi 
of a traditional filtering process (wfth a bandwidth of about 1/3 octave). or 
does the relation suggest that other processes, like lateral suppression, play 
a role as well? 

2. A new masking paradigm: pulsation threshold 
The basic condition for the interpretation of a masking pattern as reflec

ting the auditory spectrum of the masker is the agreement with well-documentec 
features of the neural response to one-and two-tone stimuli. Recently, a type 
of experiment was introduced which appears to fulfill'this condition: a methoc 
based on the pulsation threshold • I wil'l give a short description of that 
method and an illustration of the agreement between results obtained with that 

' 
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method and the two-tone inhibition effect. (For a full report, see Houtgast 
1973.) 
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The method is as follows. The masker is gated periodically. 125 msec on, 
1Z5 msec off, etc. The test tone is presented during the silent intervals. 
Thus, the test tone is gated 1n antiphase with the masker, 125 msec off, 125 
msec on. etc. (all on- and offsets are smoothed with a 15-msec time constant). 
The level of the test tone is under the subject's contro11. When the test-tone 
level is raised, starting at a low level, the sensation caused by the series 
of test-tone bursts typically passes three stages: (1) for low levels, the 
test-tone bursts are not perceived, (2) for a range of intermediate levels, 
the test-tone bursts are perceived as a eontinuous tone and (3) for high lev
els, the test-tone bursts are perceived as a pulsating tone. Subjects are in
structed to adjust the test-tone level to the border11ne between region (2) 

and (3): the highest level for which the series of test-tone bursts is just 
not perceived as a pulsating tone. This is called the pulsation th:t-eshotd ievel 

of the test-tone. It can easily be demonstrated that the effect of continuity, 
and thus pulsation threshold, depends on the presence of the masker bursts . 
When the masker is removed, the effect of continuity no longer occurs; then, 
according to the definition, the pulsation threshold coincides with the de
tection threshold of the test tone. It has been argued that. in its most sim
ple fonn, pulsation threshold might be considered as an indication of the ap
parent 1eve1 of the maskers auditory spectrum in the frequency region of the 
test tone. 

As an illustration I present some results obtained earlier with the pu1sa
tion-thresho1d method app1ied to a two-tone masker. The masker consisted of a 
weak tone (fixed at 1000 Hz, 40 dB) and a strong tone of variable frequency F2 
and level L2. The test tone was centred at the weak tone, 1000 Hz; its level 
was subject-controlled. It is obvious that, when the masker does not contain 
the strong tone, pulsation threshold is essentially equal to 40 dB. The con
tours in Fig. 1 indicated the numerical deviation of the pulsation threshold 
from 40 dB caused by the addition of the strong tone to the weak tone. Inter
preting pulsation threshold as the apparent 1000-Hz level in the auditory re
presentation of the two-tone masker. the contours labeled -5 dB and -15 dB 
indicate the effect of suppression of the fixed weak tone by a strong tone 
F

2
, L

2
• · 

An example of two-tone suppression in primary auditory neurons is given 
1n Fig. 2 (taken from Arthur et at.~ 1971). The similarity between the two graphs 
greatly inspires the application of the pulsation-threshold method as a use-
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Fig. 1. Pulsation-threshold data with 
a two-tone masker: a fix~d weak tone 
(triangle} and a variable strong tone 
F~ L2• The test tone is centred at the 
w ak tone. For example. pulsation 
threshold caused by the weak tone ptus 
a strong tone on the -5 dB contour is 
5 dB beior.v that caused by the weak 
tone alone (Houtgast, 1973). 

Fig. ·2. An example of excitatory and 
inhibitory areas (hatched) of a pri
mary auditory neurone. The response 
to a first tone at the best frequen
cy (triangle) pius a second tone 
within the hatched area is more than 
20% betor.v the response to the first 
one alone (Arthur et ai •• 1971). 

full tool to disclose the effects of (peripheral) auditory processing. 

3. Application to vowel-like sounds 
One period of each of three vowel-like sounds was stored digitally by 167 

samples of 12 bits. Each signal consisted of the first 32 harmonics of the 
fundamental frequency 125 Hz, all added jn sine-phase relation. The line spec-
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tra are indicated in Fig. 3. The common feature of the three spectra is a 
slope of -10 dB/1000 Hz. With respect to this line, the level of the har
monics in some frequency regions was raised slightly, thus simulating a for
mant-1 i ke structure. Accardi ng to the positions of these 11 formants 11

, the three 
11 vowels 11 are labelled 11 a11

, 
11

E
11 and 11 i 11

• These signals were subjected to 1/3 
. ' 

octave-band analysis and to experiments with the pulsation-threshold method. 
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Fig. 3. For-each of the three 
vowel-like sounds three curves 
are given: (1) the level of 
each of the 32 harmonics (note 
the formant-like structure), 
(2) the output level of a 1/3 
octave-band filter centred at 
the first 30 harmonics and (3) 
the pulsation-threshold levels 
for a test tone centred at the 
first 27 harmonics (one subject). 
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The thtn lines in Fig. 3 represent the 1/3 octave-band spectra for a fil

ter with running centre frequency, when the filter output level is taken each 
time the centre frequency is a multiple of 125 Hz (thus, centred at one of the 
harmonics). Actually, these data were obtained by changing the sample-genera-
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tion time of the signals such that the frequency of each harmonic could be 
matched to a centre frequency available in a bank of 1/3 octave-band filters. 

The results of the pulsation-threshold rreasurements are presented in 
Fig. 3 as data points. A "vowel" was alternated with a test tone, as describe1 
before. The test tone was digitaily-generated as well, with frequency and 
phase equal to one of the ha.nnon1cs of the 11 vowel 11

• The subject was instructec 
to adjust the test-tone level to the highest value at which the series of tes1 
tone bursts was just not perceived as a pulsating tone: pulsation-threshold 
level. For one subject, four such adjustments at the first 27 harmonics of thE 
three "vowels" were obtained. in a number of properly randomized sessions and 
conditions. The curves, connecting the average pulsation thresholds at each 
of the harmoncis are referred to shortly as puZscrtion patterns. 

Fig. 4 was constructed from the data in Fig. 3 in order to illustrate to 
what extent 1/3 octave-band spectra and pulsation patterns reflect the origi
na 1 spectra 1 differences between two 11vowe 1s 11

• 

Finally. part of the measurements was repeated with three other subjects. 
The data of the four subjects are presented together in Fig. 5. This figure ;~ 
analogous to the upper part of Fig. 4. 

d itfmr•nces between 
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Fig. 4. This graph is construc
ted from Fig. 3. For each pair 
of "vowels". the graph gives 
the differences between the two 
line spectra. the two 1/3 oc-: 
tave-band spectra and the two 
pulsation patterns. 
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4. Discussion 

Fig. 5. As Fig. 4 upper part. 
This graph presents the data 
of four subjects. 
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The possible implications of the results reported here with respect to 
speech perception depend on accepting a direct relation between the pulsation
threshold pattern of a stimulus ahd its auditory spectrum . As argued before, 
the basic condition for accepting this relation is fulfilled. Since there ap
pear to be no arguments agains.~ a generalization of the validity of the rela
tion, let us. for a moment, identify a pulsation-threshold pattern as the au
ditory spectrum of the masker. 

It is generally accepted that the auditory spectrum (reflecti ng the dis
tribution pattern of ~eural activity in the ensemble of primary neurons) 
forms the basic information for vowel discrimination and recognition. However. 
there appears to be a major difference in opinion about the W-a::J in which these 
patterns are processed. Either the positions of the peaks in the auditory 
spectrum (formants) are consi dared important (e.g ... Chistovi eh and :.1ushni k.ov), 
or the shape of the whole pattern, without any specific weight ascribed to 
the peaks, is cons;dered important (e.g. , Plomp, 1973). 

It is often assumed that the relation between the shape of the actual 
sound spectrum and the shape of the auditory spectrum can be approxi1nated 
bas i ea l ly by the ef feet of 1/3 octave-band fi 1 teri ng. The present data i1 l u-
s trate that the peaks in the auditory spectrum are more pronounced than after 
1/3 octave-band filtering and also that the differences between the auditory 
spectra of two 11 vowels 11 are greater than those after 1/3 octave-band filtering. 
Thus, the neural projection of the actual sound spectrum appears to be sharper 
than is assumed traditionally. It should be noted that this does not favour 
one of the two conceptions exculsively. Both for a nforma.nt extraction 11 type 
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of process or for a more general type of pattern transfonnation, such a sharp 
and pronounced projection of the original spectrum seems to be a favourable 
starting position. 

The data suggest that, when a physical analysis of a stimulus is perform
ed specifically to simulate the effect of the auditory~ processing, a 1/3 
octave-band analysis can serve only as a rough first approximation. By using 
narrower filters and some type of latera~ interaction of filter outputs one 
might arrive at the sharp, and in some cases exaggerated, patterns disclosed · 
by the pulsation-threshold method. 

Conclusions 
A model of 1/3 octave-band analysis is often considered to be a relevant 

approximation for relating the actual stimulus spectrum to the shape of the au
ditory spectrum (reflecting th'e distribution of neural activity in the ensemble 
of primary auditory fibres). Accepting the relevance of the pulsation-thresholc 
method in disclosing the auditory spectrum of a stimulus it was found that: 

~ the pea.ks in the auditory spectrum of a 11 vowel 11 (formants)· are more pro
nounced than the peaks in the 1/3 octave-band spectrum {with running cen
tre frequency), 
the differences between the auditory spectra of two 11vowels 11 are greater 
than the differences between the 1/3 octave-band spectra, 
simulating the {peripheral) auditory processing of stimuli by a proces~ 
like 1/3 octave-band analysis can serve only as a rough first approxirr;a
tion, not accounting for the accurate neural projection of the original 
shape of the stimulus spectrum. 
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